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*On Friday 15000 pages of documents went out to each bank with names, type and level 

of fraud committed and all the crimes - fulcrum file time, also sent out was full proof 

trust holds all the accounts and assets contained, like the banks capital and all their 

stocks, this was done for a look what comes next event, I wonder what that is - oops 

 

*progress due to EO posted by Trump recently is being made on military hardware deal, 

once done this will change the landscape a bit. 

 

*On Monday thru Tuesday the trust bought a load of gold to be sent direct to the US 

Treasury which will be converted into cash and allow liquidity into the smaller banks, as 

of Tuesday bigger banks not playing ball, but clock is ticking very quickly, cash will be 

1/2 private projects for the people and 1/2 for the treasury and the government 

 

*Also on tuesday trust made big headway with Asian Banks but predictably not the main 

one ICBC, it was the banks in China that the gold was purchased from, which is telling of 

how much we have stored here, and once they were shown full proof of the funds, all the 

smaller banks came to the table and are now negotiating. The group, the gold was bought 

from actually sent this particular batch of gold to Hong Kong for the chinese elders to 

purchase, predictably they couldn't and never delivered, so the trust swooped in and 

bought it instead. 

 

*By Tuesday night the trust had basically taken over most of the Chinese banks and more 

is expected tomorrow Wednesday closer to home 

 

*Chase bank in firing line also, they dont wish to play ball either, other bank on list is the 

terrorist organization bank Deutsche, this was the original nazi bank and still is today, 

hence it's current label of an terrorist org bank 

 

*Wednesday brought more threats and assassination attempts from the Ann group and 

Obama's chicago gangster crew, that failed Work continued on the banks and HSBC and 

Citibank is expected to be the first two sold off, Citi group in particular hold vast funds 

stolen from the former USSR, this will be returned to them. 

 

 *Thursday came the announcement that Citibank is being divided up amongst all the 

former USSR nations as it was funded by money stolen from there during the cold war as 

capital contribution, Russia owns 44% of Citibank A decision on Wells Fargo is awaiting 

us at the moment, as to whether the government will take over that bank for $1 
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*cabal in total desperation mode now screaming they want their assets back, except they 

have none, zip, nada like zero, ya see sometimes when ya gamble ya lose and you just 

lost. They have tried putting Kim on an FBI wanted list, except that list doesnt actually 

exist, this was to prevent Kim opening a bank, they have also sent memos to all banks 

saying that the trust money all belongs to them, everyone ignored them, as proof has 

already been sent and approved - oops, so then they put a bounty on Kim's head again, 

good luck with that, you will face same fate as the others who played that game recently. 

for those that played that game here is a song for you ROCKY MT HIGH 

 

*new person on the political watch list is Lisa Barsoomian, most won't be familiar with 

this name, but recently I gave out a number of names to watch out for as potentially on 

the you are fired list, one already gone McMaster, another one on the list is Rod 

Rosenstein and Lisa is his wife, beware the females connected to top politicians, most are 

agent provocateurs. Lisa was attorney for Clintons, represented Bill 40 times and Ann 17 

times, was also involved in Uranium One deal, so the guy who set up and appointed Mr. 

Muellers witch hunt is part of Clinton crime syndicate and his wife is the Clinton's 

attorney oh my.  

 

*** Last March, five women gathered in a home near here to enter a secret sisterhood 

they were told was created to empower women. To gain admission, they were required to 

give their recruiter — or “master,” as she was called — naked photographs or other 

compromising material and were warned that such “collateral” might be publicly released 

if the group’s existence were disclosed. The women, in their 30s and 40s, belonged to a 

self-help organization called Nxivm, which is based in Albany and has chapters across 

the country, Canada and Mexico. Sarah Edmondson, one of the participants, said she had 

been told she would get a small tattoo as part of the initiation. But she was not prepared 

for what came next. Each woman was told to undress and lie on a massage table, while 

three others restrained her legs and shoulders. According to one of them, their “master,” a 

top Nxivm official named Lauren Salzman, instructed them to say: “Master, please brand 

me, it would be an honor.” A female doctor proceeded to use a cauterizing device to sear 

a two-inch-square symbol below each woman’s hip, a procedure that took 20 to 30 

minutes. For hours, muffled screams and the smell of burning tissue filled the room. 

Since the late 1990s, an estimated 16,000 people have enrolled in courses offered 

by Nxivm (pronounced Nex-e-um), which it says are designed to bring about greater self-

fulfillment by eliminating psychological and emotional barriers. Most participants take 

some workshops, like the group’s “Executive Success Programs,” and resume their lives. 

But other people have become drawn more deeply into Nxivm, giving up careers, friends 

and families to become followers of its leader, Keith Raniere, who is known within the 

group as “Vanguard.” Ms. Edmondson filed a complaint with the New York State 

Department of Health against Danielle Roberts, a licensed osteopath and follower of Mr. 

Raniere, who performed the branding, according to Ms. Edmondson and another woman. 
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Separately, a state police investigator told Ms. Edmondson and two other women that 

officials would not pursue their criminal complaint against Nxivm because their actions 

had been consentual, State medical regulators also declined to act on a complaint filed 

against another Nxivm-affilated physician, Brandon Porter. Dr. Porter, as part of an 

“experiment,” showed women graphically violent film clips while a brain-wave machine 

and video camera recorded their reactions, according to two women who took part. The 

women said they were not warned that some of the clips were violent, including footage 

of four women being murdered and dismembered. Women were regarded as slaves, and 

had to call Leader M presumably as in Master as he liked to be called. Mr Rainiere has 

been involved in numerous financial ponzi schemes, but this venture he describes himself 

as a new age teacher. All of this was bankrolled by Sara and Clare Bronfman, who are 

members of Nxivm and the daughters of Edgar Bronfman, the deceased chairman of 

Seagram Company. and heavily supported by a woman named Lauren Salzman (there's 

those Germanic names again) But they continue to spend what one former NXIVM 

associate estimates is $2 million per month waging Mr. Raniere’s and NXIVM’s 

numerous legal and public relations battles with various enemies—skirmishes that have 

involved retaining the services of self-professed G.O.P. hit man Roger Stone and crisis 

communications firm Sitrick & Company, funneling hundreds of thousands of dollars to 

politicians from Hillary Clinton to Mike Huckabee and contracting a series of aggressive 

private investigators to carry out a bizarre array of schemes, like an (ultimately 

abandoned) attempt to assassinate the anti-cult activist and “deprogrammer” Rick Ross. 

Quixotically, Mr. Raniere also commissioned studies into establishing a sovereign 

country, another former NXIVM consultant said. According to that consultant, the 

Bronfmans at one point wired $500,000 on behalf of Mr. Raniere to a pair of purported 

ex-C.I.A. agents in an attempt to smear a NXIVM member who had committed suicide. 

Ms. Bouchey said Mr. Raniere’s libertarian ravings are a “sideshow,” but the wealth 

within the NXIVM network is formidable. It includes former Enron executive Stephen 

Cooper, Black Entertainment Television co-founder Sheila Johnson, former U.S. Surgeon 

General Antonia Novello and actress Goldie Hawn. Richard Branson has hosted an 

intensive NXIVM course on the Caribbean island he owns. Mr. Branson is listed along 

with Sara Bronfman as one of the two “benefactors” of the 2008 Albany A Cappella 

Innovations conference, the culmination of Mr. Raniere’s brief obsession with a cappella 

singing.  

 

*Sergey Brin is co founder of Google, he married Anna Wojcicki co founder of 23 and 

me, her sister Susan Wojcicki is the CEO of youtube 

 

*Parkland Cameron Kasky's father runs an adoption service called One World Adoptions, 

and he was sued for trafficking in 2012. Also connected to CNN since as early as 2004, 

talking about Haitian adoptions. Remember Laura Silsby? Hangs with Hogg, Laura 

Silsby was arrested and charged with kidnapping 33 children from Haiti, Clintons 
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stepped in and reduced her sentence, then her lawyer was later arrested for being 

involved in a human trafficking ring. 

 

*so the fake news got their titillation drama show rolled out this week, when Stormy 

Daniels looking like she has just walked out of the monarch program, says live on air, she 

didnt want to sleep with Donald Trump, but had sex with him anyway, which was 

consentual and was then paid what she called a low sum of $130K for essentially 

sleeping with Trump, the fact that she has close connections to the Clintons is blatantly 

overlooked, and by close it is highly likely she slept with both of them as well, perhaps 

they should make a porn movie out of it, called Trump and the Tramp. 

 

*March of our lives about gun laws, except it is not about gun laws at all, it is about 

people control and decimating all of our remaining rights, that is bad enough but women 

and children mainly are being used like wind up puppets to force public opinions, all too 

reminiscent of Nazi germany. People often wonder how a whole country like Germany 

got behind a dictator and advocated genocide, and other western countries all say, well it 

wont happen here, my answer is hello McFly. This country before during and after 

operation paperclip was over ran by psychopaths intent on global domination and this 

country has been the vehicle by which to achieve that, and yet you mention 4th Reich to 

the average American and most will sneer, that cant happen, hello again, it already did, 

yes it can when you have had 3 generations of being taught at a level, where your only 

choice is servitude and slavery, an education as they call it, you want to know the 

etymology of that word? education (n.) 1530s, "childrearing," also "the training of 

animals," from Middle French education (14c.) and directly from Latin, so we have sent 

our animals to a school and the etymology of school which means to educate, to 

reprimand and discipline, sounds like a prison to me, of course school also applies to a 

group of fish, so you have the maritime law rules again, like berth, canal, water, as the 

female gives birth from the vagina, which in my book is a sacred place, it is where the 

first breathe of life originates, and yet that word also derives from latin and means sheath 

and a scabbard, a scabbard is a knife, sword, dagger or a weapon, you can't make this 

stuff up, the more you look into word magic the worse it gets, most negative terms all 

derive from Latin and it is my understanding that it is Draco in origin, fitting me thinks. 

So we have been trained like animals to learn nothing but bs'ery and we wonder why 

nobody gets it? then onto next stage of life of being sidetracked with goals to rise through 

the ranks in employment, where everyone stabs each other in the back, to achieve what 

they are deluded into thinking are your own goals, when in reality it is only making them 

have more control over you, you then having trampled over other people knowingly or 

unknowingly to achieve your single minded goals, you then have some money in the 

bank, except the start of the takeover of America was back in 1913 and the Federal 

Reserve, and the famous Rothschilds quote, of give me control over a nations finances 

and I care not who makes the rules, so they create policies of boom where everyone feels 
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happy and have money in their pocket, borrow more money to achieve a certain status 

called middle class, like that is the be all and end all of goals, and then when sufficient 

have borrowed, crash the system and reclaim all your wealth back off you, breathtakingly 

clever and breathtakingly simple and yet so few can see it, why? because of your 

"education" you are totally unable to see through the or any illusion, those that did at an 

early age were targeted by the same people you are trying to warn, parents, teachers and 

people close to you, labelled as troublemaker, anti authority (question still remains who 

gave anyone authority over anybody else, police, parents, govt, judges are not authority, 

they have roles to guide people to be their best only, we have forgotten that far too easily) 

labelled ADHD, bi polar or schizophrenic, and then as they get older, a old term that 

came directly out of the Nazi base in Virginia, the conspiracy theorist, and those who saw 

through the illusion are cast out to the fringes of society like some modern day leper, 

largely not by the cabal, El-ites or govt but by we the people, it is extraordinarily stupid 

what we the people have bought into, we must stop doing that to be able to progress 

forward as a species. So back to the main topic of the March for our lives, to all those 

people who took part, did you march for Iraqi lives or Afghanistan lives, or Lebanonese, 

or Syrian, Palestine lives, or the vietnamese lives, or nagasaki or hiroshima peoples lives 

or the other 70+ nations that have been attacked in the name of democracy or freedom, or 

the more recent deliberate actions against Puerto Rico and Haiti lives well did you? and if 

not, why? Have you marched for the ban on cell phones for kids? why not because 11 

teenagers die each day by texting and driving, so lets ban cell phones for children eh. 

Have you marched against the 1 in 6 children living in poverty in America, or the 100's 

of thousands who have had their homes robbed off them by banks, or the 1/2M people 

living on the streets in this country, or the 500K kids that go missing permanently each 

year in America, or the fact that there is an element of cops, judges and lawyers violating 

the law on a daily basis, or the fact most of our politicians are corrupt or worse pedos, 

have you marched against Hollywood fiddling with all the kids there, have you marched 

against income taxes being enforced on the people when it is voluntary, or the fact we 

have no constitution since 1871, no bill of rights, no american govt since 1871, well have 

you? then why not, here is another fact for the marchers and your special levels of 

stupidity, bearing in mind I am not repeat not pro gun by any means, the last 4 countries 

that gave up their guns 60-80M people died in those 4 countries within a decade 

following, so to David Hogg and others who participated choke and march on that, you 

stupid Nazi agenda driven, slavery suit wearing, programmed mind controlled zombie 

synths. Guns are not the problem, none learned synths are, to the marchers for once in 

your life do something useful and see through the illusion, that you are creating. This 

song is for them JUST AN ILLUSION. 

 

*I was asked a question about Bank of Joy and Ronald bernhard that i wasnt too sure on 

and based my assessment on people in Holland who have looked into it, well I took a 

look and yes it does look on the face of it appear an ideal solution, that is not a new 
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banking system but a return to a previous banking system and it all looks good, but then I 

saw a potential hook, he mentions of creating an alternate currency and that is where I 

have an issue, crypto, blockchain and all these other latest schemes and scams, are the 

latest phishing technique to lure in the public until it is too late and then the hook comes 

out and we are all caught, not on the hook but a planet wide fishing net. Alternative 

currency can work but not in a digital format, it is another potential AI trap, think Hunger 

Games, think Total recall, think Divergent or think recent X files and all about 

technology and how it can work against us, we are many decades worth of trust in a new 

system, away from, ever jumping into bed with this level of control imo. Here is a 

scenario I base my concerns on, world goes cashless and all you ever have is based on the 

internet or your phone or on a card, have those 3 formats proved to be clean and non 

hackable to date? that is milder concern, next is what if we still live in a fascist style 

world ran by criminal psychopaths who control everything and it is their way or the 

highway, but you are fighting against the system, what is stopping them just deleting your 

accounts for your insubordination, don't think they are not capable of doing that, look at 

how many whistleblowers, scientists, holistic medicine people or anyone daring to 

question Ann Droid have all been obliterated, even that is not the worst scenario, worst 

would be what happens if they turn around and say you can only access your accounts or 

wallet via an injected microchip? like the flu jab there would be adverts all over the 

place, come and have your chipped installed and we will give a $200 food credit chip or 

here is the Iphone96 have 50% off or sign up early and phone is free, can you imagine all 

the synths clammering for that, you betcha they would, all too easy to get humanity to 

queueing around the block like a real black friday, and where it would leave us? and if 

you think that is fear mongering try this next story on for size. 

 

*British scientists think DNA could be used to solve a global problem - where to store all 

our data. They have developed a technique to store computer files on DNA code. another 

of the issues i have warned about things for convenience, hey this makes life easier, yeah 

if you dont see the hooks contained within it, you have to think along the lines of how 

can they weaponise it or use it against us, when evaluating anything new these days, that 

is how you stay ahead of their games and plans. 

 

* Ya see this is the most curious thing about so many people that each individual must 

address going forward as in my mind it has become an epidemic and poses a serious 

concern going forward. People ask for proof and no matter how much is given it is never 

enough, we announce sovereignty not enough, pedogate breaks from conspiracy theory to 

MSM reality and arrests are made, but not enough, 33 govts announce ET disclosure but 

it's not enough as people still asking for and worse paying for disclosure, when is it going 

to be disclosed they ask, why? people who have had ET encounters asking when is ET 

disclosure, do people not see through their own boxes they have created that is blocking 

the very disclosure they are demanding? unless you remove your own boxes around you 
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disclosure will always be lost on and to you, all of us have had more proof on virtually 

every level of life and topic over the last 5-10 years in particular, and it's still classed as 

not proof, so like the question what is normal, perhaps the new question is what 

constitutes to proof to you? Most of it is mired in your own self doubt, unable to trust 

yourself, renders you unable to trust others, this will be a key aspect many will have to 

overcome going forward. 

 

* There is undercurrent running through are FB page currently, people say they can't ask 

questions, but there is an email and a pinned post every week for asking questions, 

personally it is not about asking the questions and more about a few people playing 

games with the questions, life should be all about asking questions and why we have it in 

the show, it also ensures accountability that too few in our community allow. 

 

*A pondering piece again that may bother some, but things come to me at certain times 

and I ponder on them and then hints come along. Memory wipes/synths/walk ins/bi 

polar/schizophrenic 

 

*A few things that has come up speaking to a few people recently in the community, is 

the question of proof of what MWHT and my role with her and team, and to a point I do 

get that, but when I ask what constitutes proof the replies are in short supply. I have been 

asked to show sovereignty letter I read out, this document I have the full copy of the 

original, and whilst it would be easier to me to release it and show proof, this document 

contains sensitive information that at this point should not be made available to the 

public, I know I can hear some going that is not being transparent, fair comment but my 

reply would be you are not grasping of how things at the top end of this game, too few 

really grasp of how things operate at the top end of the system, files and documents of 

that nature are in short supply to the general public, although I have been shown a 

numbers of documents some I requested and some to show certain proof of things, as I 

am the conduit between the public and MWHT and Kim the question is then not whether 

you trust Kim but do you trust me? A few things that keeps cropping up by various 

people is why is Kim in that position to begin with and why alone, the answer is because 

she has 25 years of the very top end of banking, and is familiar with all formats of it, the 

trust has been ran against us for 1000's of years and 1. there is very few familiar with that 

system, 2. even fewer with banking experience and 3. even less who wish to turn the 

tables on the elites and hand back funds to the people, think about that before you go 

further with questions. She literally put her neck on the line to go up against a whole 

system of control, very few outside of the system have seen the real control system, I was 

shown it and it is staggering, so, she puts her life on hold and neck on the line to help 

humanity and all people can come up with is, digging and or looking for faults? is that 

how it works? and you wonder why too few will do it? you wonder why so many fall by 

the wayside, you wonder why things take so long? when not only are they attacked by the 
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elites, but the very people she and team is trying to help. She is linked with this and that 

group or family some cry, really? poor and narrow thinking, of course she was linked 

with those different elements, she was in the system, she told you that and stepped out of 

it, do you have any idea of how difficult that is? do you really think someone out of the 

alternative media or general public could have worked this plan out? NO, because none 

of us where anywhere close to knowing the system, none. This could only be done from 

inside the system and she and the team have brought it to it's knees, but instead of being 

thankful, no we have people who would prefer to pick holes in everything, questions are 

always fine to be asked, but most questions are not looking for more clarity but to dig 

holes in it, look for faults, I know that will upset some people who have been quietly 

digging into things and linking her to all and sundry, whether it is Manna Crypto or some 

Royal Dynasty group, this family and that family, all of which is designed to prove it 

wrong, and what I am not seeing is people searching and digging for proof it is right, 

funny that, well actually it's not. As pointed out we do answer all the questions posed, 

and the only show to my knowledge that is accountable for things stated within the show, 

but I do question the motives behind some of those who pose the more leading questions, 

people have known about the trust and Kim well over a year now to due diligence, and 

yet only now when things are actually happening, do they start to look into things? do 

people not find that a massive co-incidence?  So people dont get why I was selected and 

not them, that has come up quite a few times recently, again it is a negative look on 

things and not a positive, my question is why not? over time I have proven to be many 

things, do I have a dodgy background, rogue connections, service to self, unbalanced ego, 

answer is no to all, do I have knowledge, insight, balanced ego, overview, patience, 

tolerance, ability to absorb info and not lose it, the ability to be responsible with info and 

intel, do I connect with people, do I inspire people, do I help people and do I operate 

from an unselfish point of view, that answer is yes and most would agree, is that the type 

of person you would wish to see promoted forward, or do you want someone else mired 

in unbalanced ego, comparative mindset and controlling narrative? Why would 

something is major like the Sovereignty of America just be announced on your show it 

cant be real? really? have you forgotten we have a mainstream media who tells repeated 

lies, spews propaganda and is 100% cabal controlled? seriously do you not get it? this is 

doing something I often state, thinking and acting differently is it not, so we did that and 

what was the response, we need an announcement on MSM, it cant be real as it is only on 

your show? all negative thinking and reactions, If someone would have told you we 

would get major disclosure on the internet before the MSM 5 years back, people would 

have been doing high fives, it happened, and what was the response in general, nothing 

including from most of the show hosts, blogs and forums throughout our community, it's 

staggering, so even when good stuff is announced and the alternative media finally gets 

some recognition, you are greeted by being ignored, egos and comparative mindset, 

because they weren't the one to announce it, and still people ask why things take so long 

and why the parent Cassandra said "even the few people among you who speak the truth 
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are ignored and discounted" So to those who ask why Kim is in her position and 

subsequently myself as to why we are in those positions, did you step up sufficiently to 

be in those positions? do you have the guts to take on the cabal right in their face? not 

from just a computer or mobile screen but literally face to face, do you have the mental 

fortitude to keep going when it is all so easy to quit, due to the abuse, threats, death 

threats, doubts and miscreants, not only in the cabal but our own alternative community, 

well do you? if you don't thats fine each has role, the least of which is supporting those 

who do, if you do have those qualities I ask where were you when we were few? Too 

many want to be important and not do important things that is ego, we dont see ourselves 

as important, but doing important things, so the question to the individual is which role 

do you wish to play, your answer tells you much about yourself than anyone else can. 

 

 


